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Introduction:
Firstly I'd like to introduce myself. I am Renee Van Nistelrooy and I
have been working in the Jewellery Industry for the past 5 years. I

know this doesn't seem a lot, but in just this short amount of time I
have come to learn the ins and outs of all areas of this industry

including jewellery making skills, studying Gemmology and
becoming a designer. 

I started out as a sales person in a well known franchise in which I
was named the top sales person in Australia within the first month.
I then quickly moved my way up to management in my own store

within a couple of years and felt that there was still so much to
learn. So i moved into a Corporate Sales position for another

company which lead me to travelling around all parts of the world
selling diamonds and designing beautiful bespoke Jewellery. I got to

travel to Singapore, Los Angeles, Quebec, Montreal, Mongolia, all
around Australia and many more. I have come to learn all the

different trends around the world and the many secrets in which
clients never have access to. There was so much valuable

information that was never mentioned to clients as it would in
return drop the companies profits. 

This pushed me to start my own business. I wanted to start helping
people make more beneficial decisions and giving them access to
this unspoken knowledge would do that. This knowledge will tell

you everything you need to know to make the best decision when it
comes to choosing the Perfect Engagement Ring and help your

partner stress a bit less. 

I had found that 90% of the time, women had been coming into
store with their partners to choose their engagement rings, and in

turn ruining the chance for the surprise proposal every little girl
has been growing up dreaming about. I wanted to come up with a

solution to avoid compromising the surprise and it may also help to
push the process along faster as he will no longer be so worried

about your finger size or the perfect design you have always
dreamed of.



 #1 History Of Diamonds
We are going to begin with a bit of history about Engagement rings and how they became

a symbol of commitment to the person you love.
 

The act of gifting an engagement ring dates back to the Egyptians. For ancient
Egyptians, circles were a symbol of the eternal cycle, eternity. Wedded couples 

would wear a ring made out of braided reeds on the fourth finger of the 
left hand which apparently had a vein believed to lead straight to the 

heart. The act of giving a gold ring started from around 2600BC in ancient 
Rome where it was given as a betrothal ring to the bride in lieu of 

money or valuable objects. This is the first reliable record 
of engagement rings for women declaring they would be in future married 

to a specific man. For many that could not afford gold, their rings were
 made of other metals such as iron.

 
One set of Spanish laws in the 7th century decreted that betrothal 
rings could not be revoked once given, so you had to get married!

Expensive gold engagements rings almost became legally necessary in 
the year 860, this was so men would take marriage and the significant 

monetary sacrifice seriously. 
In 1215, the Christian church law enshrined the term "betrothal" as 

being a legal waiting period between the intention to get married and 
the ceremony. This was to ensure no 'legitimate impediments" existed 

(usually previous wives and husbands).
 

The tradition of setting a diamond in an engagement ring didn't come 
until much later with the first recording in history dating back to 

1477. Archduke Maximilian of Austria proposed to Mary of Burgundy with a
 diamond engagement ring custom made for her. The ring did not involve a
 solitaire and was described as "a delicate band adorned with diamonds in

 the shape of her first initial".
After this, the real beginnings of the diamond engagement ring 

tradition emerged fairly recently, in the late 1800's and is the direct 
result of the diamond discoveries that were made in South Africa in 
1866. These mines, that initially belonged to individual miners, were 

cleverly developed and managed over the 1870s by a young Cecil Rhodes 
who later founded the De Beers Mining Company in 1880.

 
This company's success came in the 1940's with the creation of the 

iconic slogan and advertising campaign: “ Diamonds are forever”. Going 
down in history as the most clever marketing campaign that was ever 

launched, it really changed people’s mentalities. In fact, it became 
common knowledge very quickly, that a person could not propose to their 

partner without a diamond engagement ring.



#2 Colour
When it comes to grading colourless diamonds it is based on the lack of colour
a diamond has. It ranges from D to Z. Diamond graders use a master stone set
under controlled lighting and precise conditions to compare the lack of colour

and come to an agreement of colour value.

Anything lower than a G colour you can then start to notice the yellow tones
coming through with the naked eye. If you have a certain price point you are
trying to reach, lowering your colour grade will help a significant amount. For

example, it is extremely hard for an untrained eye to notice the difference
between an E and F colour diamond. 

Tip: If you need to lower your price point to say an H colour, to counteract the
yellow tones coming through you can always get a diamond with low to

medium fluorescence. The blue UV light will help hide the yellow tone coming
through. In that instance fluorescence can be a good thing. But when you buy
a diamond of a higher colour grade, be careful as the diamond could cause a

milky effect.



The low down: Clarity is the absence of inclusions and blemishes. Inclusions are internal
characteristics and blemishes are external. They are essentially small crystals that can become

trapped in a diamond when it’s forming. Sometimes as a crystal grows, it can develop
irregularities in its atomic structure. There are many different factors when it comes to grading
clarity. The amount, the size, relief and nature. It is important to keep in mind that no diamond

is perfectly pure. And some say the inclusions and blemishes are like its own type of
fingerprint. It is also one of the main factors when it comes to telling them apart from lab

grown diamonds. The clarity range is from FL - Flawless to I3 - Included. 

When it comes to choosing the clarity grading it is important that you keep in mind that the
grade is based off 10x magnification. So if you happened to view an image online of a

diamond, they are generally blown up 300x which will blow up the inclusions for you to see
more. This does not mean that you will see those inclusions with the naked eye in person. It is

simply to help you see placement of those inclusions or blemishes.

The lower end of the scale: Anything below VS2 clarity may be a lot more affordable, but
you are not only more able to see the inclusions from the naked eye, but you are also taking
the risk of the types of inclusions causing the diamond to become more open to damage. If
you had accidentally knocked a diamond of lets say SI2 clarity and it had a blemish (reaches
the surface) it could cause the diamond to crack. And yes, even though these companies tell

you a diamond is forever, hitting it on just the right spot could do a lot of damage. The reason I
am telling you this is because I would like to help you avoid spending money down the track to
either fill in the crack or worst case scenario have to get a whole new diamond. And because it

is a ring, it is worn on your hand which is at an even higher risk. Set into Jewellery like
pendants and earrings you are less likely to bump them. Or another way you could protect a

diamond more is by setting it in a rub setting. This is when the gold surrounds the entire edge
of the diamond. Below is a scale for you to refer to. The higher the grade the more rare which

makes them more valuable.

#3 Clarity

Flawless (FL) No inclusions and no blemishes visible under 10x magnification
Internally Flawless (IF) No inclusions visible under 10x magnification
Very, Very Slightly Included (VVS1 and VVS2) Inclusions so slight they are difficult for a
skilled grader to see under 10x magnification
Very Slightly Included (VS1 and VS2) Inclusions are observed with effort under 10x
magnification, but can be characterized as minor
Slightly Included (SI1 and SI2) Inclusions are noticeable under 10x magnification
Included (I1, I2, and I3) Inclusions are obvious under 10x magnification which may affect
transparency and brilliance



#4 Carat Weight 

Round Brilliant Cut diamond - 1ct - E colour - VS2 clarity - xxx - $12,171 6.39x6.34x3.99mm
Round Brilliant Cut diamond - 0.94ct - E colour - VS2 clarity - xxx - $8,365 6.22x6.18x3.87mm

The low down: Carat weight is the measurement of how much the diamond weighs and
not the actual size of it. Abbreviation: ct.

Keeping this in mind, the premium costs that are placed on diamonds that have reached
the 0.50ct mark on carat weight are substancial. For example: if you were trying to buy a
0.50ct, 1ct, 1.50ct etc for the size it is, you would think that as the carat weight goes up,
there would be a gradual incline on the price per carat. But this is definitely not the case

at all. There is a crazy premium cost that can be avoided and can save you lots of money if
you find a diamond that is literally a few points under. Remember, the carat weight is how

much it weighs and not the size. So you may find that in some cases a 0.97ct diamond
and a 1.00ct may actually be extremely near the same size or the same.

For example: If you wanted to buy a 1 carat size diamond (1ct):

Yes you read correctly! A $3806 saving when the difference in circumference (actual size
of the diamond from the top) is 0.17mm. That is smaller than a fifth of a mm! And that is

0.06ct less than a carat.

How this benefits you: A diamonds carat weight and the size of a diamond are 2 different
things. And when you are buying a 1ct diamond based on the size you are trying to reach

then keeping this in mind could save you a lot of money.



Brightness - Brilliance - Combination of all 3 white light reflections from the surface
and inside the diamond.
Fire - Flashes of colour you see in a polished diamond
Scintillation - Flashes of light and contrasting dark areas you see when it moves.

The cut in a diamond is the most important part when it comes to the 4c's of a Diamond
Grade. And no Im not taking about the shape of the diamond. This is all about achieving

the all important sparkle you want to have. So if you have gone through the effort to get a
higher colour and clarity for your diamond and then gone with a lower quality cut grade,
you may be disappointed with the amount of sparkle you have missed out on as it may

look dull.

When the diamond has been cut properly the light should bounce straight back at the
person viewing the stone. If it has been cut too shallow or too deep then the light will

escape or not reflect.

There are 3 important attributes to the cut grade of a diamond:

There is also some different things to look out for when you are searching for either an
oval cut diamond, a pear cut diamond or a marquise cut diamond. This is called the bow
tie effect. Its when you can see a dark bow in the centre of the diamond where the centre
facets of the diamond are unable to take in light and therefore theres not light to bounce
back out. The cutting process is a very precise process and if it is cut well, this can be
avoided. 

 

#5 Cut

 

Round Brilliant Cut: 

Has the most brilliance and when cut well it can also have an effect called hearts and
arrows. Unlike the bow tie effect, this one gives the diamond more prize.



Alloy types are generally where clients get confused. There are two different
alloys to choose from when it comes to high end jewellery.   

I have put together a chart below to see the differences between them so you
have a rough idea to help you decide what is best for your situation. I would
highly recommend also keeping in mind your everyday activities as this will

affect the durability on the alloy you choose. Eg. Platinum or 9kt gold in mens
wedding bands are perfect as they are harder than other alloy mixes. All of this

information I am giving to you, I have personally learned while doing my
Gemmology Degree. The more gold the softer the alloy. In saying this, the best

mix of alloys for jewellery and setting diamonds is 18 karat. Its the perfect
balance of alloys.

#6 Alloy Types

Gold

 

Yellow Gold - Gold, Copper, Silver and Zinc
Rose Gold - Gold, Copper and Silver
White Gold - Gold, Nickel or Palladium (premium), Copper and Zinc.

Ingredients of typical Gold Alloy Colours:

If you decide to go for white gold, make sure that if your partner has allergies
to nickel you let them know so the Jeweller can tell you if palladium can be
used instead. White Gold is also rhodium plated annually to keep its shine,
protect the surface and give it a whiter appearance.

Platinum

Platinum takes a higher polish than gold so it doesnt need to be rhodium
plated annually like you would a white gold ring. It is also highly resistant to

tarnish. Its density gives it strength and a heavier feel than other metals. It is
also less brittle than gold, so if you were to set your diamond in a platinum

claw setting, it would be less likely to break. Platinum is also harder to scratch
than gold and silver. It makes a great alternative to white gold without the
upkeep. Platinum rates 950 on the fineness scale. The other 50 parts is

normally iridium or ruthenium. These are added to increase resistance to
denting and scratching.



#7 Shapes

When it comes to choosing a diamond shape, It is generally based off
preference. The 2 most traditional shapes are round brilliant cut and princess
cut. You then have the other shapes that fall into the fancy cut category. These

are Emerald, Asscher, Marquise, Oval, Radiant, Pear, Heart and Cushion cut.
When the diamond cutters view the rough for the first time there is a certain

process they follow when it comes to choosing which shape to choose. It could
come down to a number of things. For example, the placement of the

diamonds inclusions. The cutter will try to make sure that it can get the highest
amount of value possible so he can strategically make sure the inclusions are

slightly hidden or certain cuts can remove them.

Fact:  A round brilliant cut diamond is the most expensive cut not only
because it is the most brilliant, but also because there is more wasted rough
when cutting it. So if you had a cushion cut and a round brilliant cut diamond

of all the same grades, the cushion cut will be significantly less. Sometimes
saving you thousands of dollars!

At the moment the fancy cut diamonds are becoming more popular for
millennials. Especially Oval cut, Pear cut and Cushion Cut.



#8 Aftercare
Get Insurance. I highly recommend Q-report as it is
worldwide and they offer a yearly valuation at no extra
cost.
Avoid touching the diamonds as this just leads to
grease and dirt build up which can get stuck under the
claws. This can result in loose claws.
When taking it on and off, pull from the sides of the
band instead of the stone itself.
Clean it often with a soft bristle toothbrush and hot
water with a drop of dish washing liquid.
Take it off when doing strenuous activities especially
when there is chemicals involved like cleaning.
Don't swim with it on.
Get it professionally cleaned and polished once a year
to get rid of scratches and dirt build up. They will also
check if the claws are still in a good condition.



You now have the basic yet highly kept knowledge you need to make
the perfect choice for you. I hope all of this information helps your
situation and if you need more help please don't hesitate to call or

email me. All contact details are on my website.
 

www.reneetania.com.au 
0492879271

reneetaniajewellery@outlook.com

Get to the Point!..

The advice provided in this publication is general advice only.
It has been prepared without taking into account your

objectives, financial situation, or personal needs. Before
acting on this advice you should consider the appropriateness

of the advice to suit you. 

Disclaimer

Some of the choices that are ultimately going to be made will be
based on the budget your partner has for your ring. This is simply a
guide to help you choose your engagement ring preferences and

from there work out what your dream design is. 

By using this guide you can essentially put together a dream list for
him which will make everything so much easier for him! If there is
one thing that we know about men, is that you should never make

him guess what you want. Unfortunately they can not read our
beautiful minds. This will help spell it out for the man you love and

you will both end up happier for it knowing that you both have
made the best decision.


